“EFFECTIVELY"

COMMUNICATING WITH Elected OFFICIALS
BLAH!
BLAH!
RELATIONSHIPS

* CONNECTION

* BEHAVIOR OR FEELINGS TOWARD SOMEBODY ELSE

* FRIENDSHIP
RESPECTFUL

* ESTEEM

* THOUGHTFULNESS

* CONSIDERATE
COMMUNICATING

* EXCHANGE INFORMATION

* CONVEY FEELING OR THOUGHT

* UNDERSTAND ONE ANOTHER
COOPERATION

* WORKING TOGETHER

* COMPLIANCE

* ACHIEVE A COMMON GOAL
TEAMWORK

* WORK DONE TOGETHER WITH OTHERS

* JOINT EFFORT
EGOLESSNESS

* AN EMOTIONAL STATE WHERE ONE FEELS NO EGO (OR SELF) OF HAVING NO DISTINCT BEING APART FROM THE WORLD AROUND ONESELF
NEEDS ASSESSMENT

* LISTEN TO THE ELECTED OFFICIAL’S NEED

* WORK WITH THEM TO EVALUATE, CALCULATE, AND CONSIDER THEIR NEEDS
SUGGESTIONS

* STRATEGIC PLAN

* LUNCH ‘N LEARN

* OFFER “ONE ON ONE” BUDGET TIME